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SCHOOL IMPACT REPORT 

The School Impact Report is the written understanding of how Small Learning Communities (SLC) will 
function within the host site and focuses attention on important issues, such as equity and access, fairness, 
and the sharing of resources and space.  The following explains how the proposed Small Learning 
Communities will coexist with other SLCs on the school campus.

John C. Fremont High School’s Vision Statement

All members of John C. Fremont High School will collaborate to prepare learners to be productive, 
ethical individuals empowered by a quality standards-based education in order to contribute to local and 
global communities.

Planning and Organization:

Timeline for rollout of SLCs and Number of SLCs per track
Fremont High School began planning for restructuring the campus for the rollout of Small Learning 
Communities in March 2004 with the emphasis on the development of the existing program at the 
school being ‘fast tracked.’  The 2004-2005 school year marked the beginning of SLCs on Fremont’s 
campus with the opening of (Academy of Travel and Tourism (Track A), the Perkins Academy (Track 

B), Humanitas (Tracks A, B, and C), the Math/Science Magnet (Track C), and the 9th Grade Houses).  
As the process of creating SLCs began to be discussed by the school’s stakeholders, the number of 

design teams increased to five on Track A.  The plan was to have 9th grade students on each track in 

their own houses, but the design team petitioned to allow 9th-12th grade SLCs.  In the fall of 2004, it 
was decided that the timeline of two years for ‘wall-to-wall’ SLCs (by July 2006) would be moved up, 
the whole school conversion would begin July 2005, with four SLCs per track, and the 2004-2005 year 
would be a planning and development year for the additional design teams.

Fremont formed a School wide Task Force (SWTF) in spring 2004, as an open forum for all 
stakeholders to collaborate about plans, share ideas, and conversion issues.  The Task Force met bi-
monthly, facilitated by coaches from an external support provider, the Los Angeles Coalition of Essential 
Schools.  Additionally, the school was invited to apply for one of the Federal Small Learning 
Community grants, to support their ongoing work.

The twelve (12) small learning communities have developed themes based on analysis and input that the 
School Site Council received from the community. All small learning communities will include thematic 
teaching around multicultural issues and around their chosen themes. 

Each small learning community is expected to support the needs of all students regardless of academic 
identification grade point average, past academic history, educational student data, parent involvement, 



small learning community placement or any other identifiable group.  Students will be admitted to the 
small learning communities based on analysis of their (and their parents’) preferences related to the SLC 
themes.  The small learning communities will make every attempt to admit students to their communities 
according to theses expressed student choices.  No significant student groups will be either excluded 
from or specially included in a particular small learning community on any basis other than their 
expressed choice at time of admission.  All small learning communities will reasonably approximate the 
demographics, ethnographies, and achievement levels of the school as a whole.  The site principal will be 
responsible for ensuring that equity and access is fairly maintained across all SLCs.

Listed below are all SLCs by: Teacher, Track, SLC Name and Department.

LAST NAME FIRST NAME TK. SLC DEPT
ALEXANDER DOROTHY       A AESTHETICS SPECIAL ED
ALLEN AIMEE             A AESTHETICS ENGLISH
DENKINS CLOVIA E        A AESTHETICS SPECIAL ED
DENSON TOMMIE           A AESTHETICS MATH
DRENCKHAHN JERRY K A AESTHETICS MATH
EDELMAN 
MATTINGLY MICHELE       A AESTHETICS ENGLISH
FERNANDEZ RAUL          A AESTHETICS MUSIC
GIECO ALBERTO           A AESTHETICS FOREIGN LANG
HOLWERDA VAL            A AESTHETICS ESL
KEPPLE SEAN              A AESTHETICS SCIENCE
MARROQUIN ERVIN O       A AESTHETICS ROP
MCCUE SEAN              A AESTHETICS PE
NGUYEN SON              A AESTHETICS MATH
NORRIS MARK             A AESTHETICS SOCIAL STUDIES
ROSS DAVID LEE          A AESTHETICS MATH
THAO LIMTIN             A AESTHETICS COUNSELOR
ZZ-ART-BARKIN DEBBY            A AESTHETICS ART
ZZ-A-SCI-NWUJU ISAAC             A AESTHETICS SCIENCE
BLACK SANDRA            A AOTT SPECIAL ED
COLEMAN DOROTHY F       A AOTT MATH
DAVIS KIMBERLY L        A AOTT ENGLISH
ENNIS ERIC              A AOTT SOCIAL STUDIES
HENRY BRIDGETT B        A AOTT SPECIAL ED
HILLS TASHA D           A AOTT COUNSELOR
HUME-DAWSON RODNEY      A AOTT ENGLISH
JAUREGUI JOHNNY         A AOTT SCIENCE
LANG STEVEN J           A AOTT SOCIAL STUDIES
PITTMAN JANIS           A AOTT HEALTH
PYRKO JILL              A AOTT ENGLISH
ROSE JOHN T             A AOTT COMPUTER
RUE DUANE               A AOTT SPECIAL ED
SHEDEED-
NASRALLAH VIVIA A AOTT FOREIGN LANG
SULLIVAN HARRIEL D      A AOTT PE
VARGAS VICTOR           A AOTT SCIENCE
WHITTINGTON JAMAL       A AOTT SPECIAL ED
ZZ-A-CAMPOS PS1  A AOTT FOREIGN LANG
ZZ-A-ENG 
LASCHER  A AOTT ENGLISH
HOOVER MARY M           A CALA LIBRARIAN
BELL YARVELLE W         A HUMANITAS A SCIENCE
CHAPPLE KAREN LOUISE    A HUMANITAS A ROP
GARCIA DENNIS           A HUMANITAS A HEALTH



HAND
BRADLEY 
CAMERON    A HUMANITAS A MATH

MCLIN JR GEORGE         A HUMANITAS A SPECIAL ED
MORACA MARGHERITA       A HUMANITAS A ART
NIMMO SAMUEL            A HUMANITAS A SCIENCE
OLYNYK CHARLES V        A HUMANITAS A SOCIAL STUDIES
PALOMO KRISTINA         A HUMANITAS A COUNSELOR
PEREZ EDY D             A HUMANITAS A MATH
RODRIGUEZ ALEJANDRO     A HUMANITAS A MATH
SADAC CHRISTOPHER M     A HUMANITAS A SOCIAL STUDIES
TAYLOR MATHEW C         A HUMANITAS A ENGLISH
TE SARA                 A HUMANITAS A SPECIAL ED
TERRELL LAUREN          A HUMANITAS A SPECIAL ED
TRISTANI MARIA D A HUMANITAS A FOREIGN LANG
WILLIAMS NANEKA A HUMANITAS A ENGLISH
BACA BLANCA             A MUPA SOCIAL STUDIES
FLORES VIVIANA          A MUPA ESL
GONZALEZ ROBERTO        A MUPA MATH
MUNOZ RENE ARTURO       A MUPA ESL
ORTIZ JESUS             A MUPA MATH
SEMONIAN BRIAN          A MUPA PE
SEYMOUR RACHAEL A MUPA ESL
TREJO RICHARD           A MUPA SCIENCE
BAYLEY CHERYL           A P3 SCIENCE
FERNANDEZ RENATA A P3 FOREIGN LANG
GONZALEZ JACQUELINE     A P3 SOCIAL STUDIES
GREEN JEFFREY        A P3 SPECIAL ED
HICKS NORM A P3 ENGLISH
HOLMES GINA             A P3 PE
KENNEDY A               A P3 SPECIAL ED
LOWE COLLIE GLENN       A P3 ART
MARSHALL KENYA          A P3 ENGLISH
MULLENS JOHN M          A P3 HEALTH
NIEBERGALL HERBERT      A P3 MATH
NOELKE-YOUNG PETRA A P3 SPECIAL ED
RIVERS CAROL B          A P3 COUNSELOR
SANCHEZ LIBIA           A P3 FOREIGN LANG
SIPE JOSH               A P3 PE
TRAN CAROLINE           A P3 SCIENCE
TRAN JANET C            A P3 SOCIAL STUDIES
TRINCHERO BETH          A P3 ENGLISH
WAGABAZA WILLIAM        A P3 SPECIAL ED
ZZ-A-MATH-LIU DER-JUNG            A P3 MATH
ZZ-A-SCI-PARKER PHILIP           A P3 SCIENCE
ACEVEDO CLAUDIA         C AIR FOREIGN LANG
AQUINO GOMER C AIR MATH
BAYAN SHERWIN           C AIR MATH
CERVANTES MARIA         C AIR SPECIAL ED
DAVID MARIA             C AIR MATH
GIENIEC ROBERT          C AIR PE
HERRERA VANESSA C AIR SOCIAL STUDIES
IKEDIASHI LORII         C AIR ART
JENKINS KATE C AIR ENGLISH
JOHNSON TIM             C AIR SPECIAL ED
LUA DIANA               C AIR COUNSELOR
MCLEARY BILL            C AIR ENGLISH
MCLEARY SUSAN           C AIR SOCIAL STUDIES
ROYSTER DALE            C AIR SOCIAL STUDIES
SANTOS REMBRANDT        C AIR SPECIAL ED



THONGMA
JULIE           C AIR SCIENCE
TOLBERT DONNA           C AIR ENGLISH
VAIKUNTH SUMEET         C AIR SCIENCE
WARD DEBORAH            C AIR SPECIAL ED
GAVIN MARILYN           C COUNSELOR COUNSELOR
ADDY DWETRI             C EARTH SPECIAL ED
ADOMIAN DIANE           C EARTH FOREIGN LANG
ALICEA- DIAZ SAMMY      C EARTH FOREIGN LANG
BANKS TREVIA            C EARTH SPECIAL ED
BROWN FRED L            C EARTH COUNSELOR
CHIN THEODORE           C EARTH MATH
COOK WAYNE              C EARTH HEALTH
GARNER DESHAWN C EARTH SCIENCE
GRAMAJO HAROLD          C EARTH SOCIAL STUDIES
HARTMAN JEFF            C EARTH SCIENCE
HAYS MATTHEW W          C EARTH MATH
HILL PAULETTE           C EARTH ENGLISH
LONG COREY              C EARTH PE
MC LAUGHLIN RONNIE      C EARTH SPECIAL ED
MORENO NOE              C EARTH SPECIAL ED
NAVARRO OSCAR           C EARTH SOCIAL STUDIES
PAGE GARY ALAN          C EARTH ENGLISH
SASSER CRAIG            C EARTH ENGLISH
SCHULZE HAL D           C EARTH SCIENCE
CHUNG AMY LEE           C HUMANITAS C ENGLISH
CLARA HILDA             C HUMANITAS C FOREIGN LANG
CRUZ RACHELLE           C HUMANITAS C ENGLISH
DE LA CERDA JENNIFER    C HUMANITAS C SCIENCE
DEMARCO STEPHEN         C HUMANITAS C SOCIAL STUDIES
GOODMAN DAVID A         C HUMANITAS C COUNSELOR
HAVRANEK MICHAEL        C HUMANITAS C SCIENCE
HOVLAND CARTER          C HUMANITAS C SOCIAL STUDIES
JOHNSON CHARLES E       C HUMANITAS C SPECIAL ED
LEE JULIA JOO           C HUMANITAS C MATH
LU BRITTNEY             C HUMANITAS C HEALTH
MATUS PATRICIA          C HUMANITAS C PE
PENADOS MARIO           C HUMANITAS C ENGLISH
THALMAN KIMBERLY L        C HUMANITAS C SCIENCE
UTZURRUM JONATHAN       C HUMANITAS C MATH
WILLIAMS ALAN L         C HUMANITAS C ART
ZZ-C-RSP-OAK  C HUMANITAS C SPECIAL ED
WASHINGTON JENNA        C MAGNET COORD. ENGLISH
ALDRICH FRED            C MATH/SCI ACADAMY SOCIAL STUDIES
BAER AMY                C MATH/SCI ACADAMY PE
DAVIS CRYSTAL           C MATH/SCI ACADAMY SCIENCE
EDWARDS RICHARD         C MATH/SCI ACADAMY SOCIAL STUDIES
EVANS-MOORE VENESSA     C MATH/SCI ACADAMY ROP
FOOTLICK JERRY M        C MATH/SCI ACADAMY SCIENCE
GARCIA ALEJANDRA        C MATH/SCI ACADAMY FOREIGN LANG
GREENE AUDREY A.        C MATH/SCI ACADAMY MATH
LOPEZ FRANK             C MATH/SCI ACADAMY SCIENCE
MCDONALD RILEY          C MATH/SCI ACADAMY ENGLISH
MUI LORETTA M           C MATH/SCI ACADAMY COUNSELOR
NG MELINDA              C MATH/SCI ACADAMY FOREIGN LANG
ODEGAARD MATTHEW L      C MATH/SCI ACADAMY ENGLISH
OZUAH BASIL             C MATH/SCI ACADAMY MATH
PILON CLAUDIA           C MATH/SCI ACADAMY ENGLISH
SHIN STEVE              C MATH/SCI ACADAMY MUSIC



VACA
JOEL               C MATH/SCI ACADAMY MATH

Configuration of Design Teams
The configuration of the SLC Design Team consists of all stakeholder groups (teachers, staff, parents, 
students, and community members), with the caveat (determined by the SWTF), that participation on a 
design team was not a guarantee that the faculty member would necessarily be part of that SLC.  The 
SLCs had to be equitable, as well as have the capacity to cover the A-G requirements.  Thus, the SLC 
faculty range at Fremont included new, 2-4 year and veteran teachers.

Building Council
The Building Council, which is overseen by the principal, consist of the administrator, lead teacher and 
counselor from each small learning community.   The Building Council will address issues that may arise 
in each small learning community.  In addition, near the end of each school year, the Building Council 
will assess each small learning community to determine its effectiveness.

Small Learning Community

Administrator
Lead Teacher

Math/Science Larry Higgins Mr. Footlick
Aesthetics Mary Hill Ms. Allen
Humanitas B Humaniservice Roman Del Rosario Dr.   Parmeter
People Power Passion (P3) Francis Minot Ms. Trichero
CALA Mary Allwright Mr. Jeronimo
Enrichment Stephen Rooney Mr. Swanson
Earth Mary Hill Mr. Hartman
Humantias A Roman Del Rosario Ms. Moraca
Air Francis Minot Mr. McLeary
Humanitas C Mr. Demarco
Academy of Travel and Tourism Stephen Rooney Ms. Pittman
Pathways Ms. Hamilton

Dispute resolution process
The School wide Design Team (SWDT) committed to a process of collaboration and consensus to 
resolve most disputes.  It was decided that over a series of meetings, that when decisions are to be 
made, those who will be impacted by the decision are to be part of that discussion and collaboration.  
When consensus cannot be reached, a protocol for voting was established and that is that each SLC 
would have one vote and the administration would have one vote.  

Further discussions would address the needs for clarifying communications.  In addition, to a proposed 



Arbitration process that would address specific issues that may arise.  Additionally, the SWDT 
established an AD Hoc Governance Committee to study school governance structures in conversion 
high schools, consider existing legal elements (Leadership Councils, School Site Council) and present 
its findings and suggestions to the SWDT for consideration.

The administration committed to honor the SWDT decisions that come out of this extensive discussion-
collaboration-consensus process.

Space

Location of SLC (if year-round, indicate location at each track change)
The School wide Design Team (the renamed SWTF) set up an Ad Hoc Facilities Committee to study 
facilities use and make proposals to the SWDT about classrooms.  During the 2004-2005 and 
2005-2006 school years, Fremont was divided into two large high schools (North and South), with the 
co-principals leading each respectively; to create four Pods of SLCs.  Two pods were in Fremont 
North, and two pods were in Fremont South with each Pod having three SLCs within it and SLC from 
each track.  The SLCs within each pod negotiate the room assignments within that space, making 
determinations as the SLCs go on and off-track.   During the 2006-07 school year, Fremont has opened 
under the direction of one principal, and has maintained the pod design for location.

During several SWDT meetings, the SLC leads discussed the location of each SLC, based on specific 
facility needs relative to their focus and possible compatibility with the other two SLCs in the pod.  
There were further adjustments made with the Ad Hoc committee regarding room assignments to make 
equitable the ratio of traveling teachers within each SLC.

Use of shared spaces: library, cafeteria, auditorium, gym, specialty classrooms
The SWDT Ad Hoc Facilities Committee worked to identify specialty classrooms (special education, 
auditorium, art and science labs) that needed to be considered in the 2005-2006 designation of rooms for 
each Pod and respective SLCs.  With the exception of the auditorium, the school’s facility plan has in 
place a timeline that will create appropriate special education rooms, science labs, and computer labs for 
each Pod, lessening the amount to traveling of students outside of their pods, and enabling contiguous 
rooms for the SLC teachers.

Currently, the library, cafeteria, and gym usage will remain the same and be considered shared spaces.  
The SWDT is creating a protocol that will enable coordinated ‘sign-up’ times for using the library and 
auditorium. Consideration and planning of differentiated use of the cafeteria (such as having multiple 
nutrition and lunch breaks) and gym will take place during the 2005-2006 school year for possible 
changes in the 2006-2007 school year.

The SWDT discussed providing an office space for each Pod which would be used by the lead 
teachers, counselors, and ultimately clerical staff connected to them, as well as creating spaces in each 
Pod for the students to use.  The agreement will be mindful of equity and access issues since some of 
the Pods will require significant facilities renovation and/or additions to meet these new needs.  



Time

Class/Bell Schedule
The School wide Design Team created an Ad Hoc Committee led by one of the SLC coordinators to 
explore bell scheduling changes during the fall of 2005, to be discussed during the winter and spring of 
2006.  It was decided to not make any changes in the bell schedules for the 2005-2006 school year, 
though SLCs and/or Pods could present 2006-2007 proposals for different schedules to the SWDT 
during this planning stage.

The SWDT decided that the SLCs and the counselors would work closely together to create the class 
schedules for the students in each SLC.

Collaboration/PD schedule
Currently, Fremont High has a professional development plan that will develop each year until the SLCs 
develop capacity to shift all professional development to each SLC.  The SWDT agreed that the 
professional development plan created by the school’s Professional Development Committee will be 
Standard Based and developed to meet the specific needs of the school as stated in WASC and Single 
Plan.  This team made up of administration, teachers (many of whom are SLC leads and department 
chairs) created a professional development plan that is research based and data-driven for the entire 
school, but will be addressed within each SLC. The PD Committee chair provides facilitation guidelines 
and materials to each of the PD leaders for each session. In addition professional development will be 
conducted by departments.

Fremont High’s professional development plan addresses standards-based instruction.  The professional 
development around standards-based instruction equips teachers with the tools to design and implement 
lessons that are aligned to the California State Standards.

Upcoming professional development topics include, but are not limited to the following:  Project Based 
Learning, Transitioning and teaching to the Block Schedule, Infusion of Reading across the Curriculum, 
Reading and Writing in your Career, Transition to Advanced Mathematics, and Lesson Design.

Staffing:

Teachers (Assigned to more than one SLC? Transfer from SLCs?)
The SWDT created a process for staffing the SLCs: with equity and balance being the criteria, first 
choice went to those teachers on the original SLC design team.  If there were off-track teachers, who 
were on the design team, only two could move on to the new track (regardless of seniority).  The SLCs 
then listed all positions available to be filled. SLCs, held information sessions with the faculty about the 

design and focus of their SLCs. The teachers on that track listed their 1st, 2nd, 3rd preferences for 
placement in an SLC, once that was done, then assignments of remaining positions were made 
available, on the basis of seniority, to teachers from a different track.  Final placements were determined 
by the administrators.

Administrators
The administration has assigned an Assistant Principal to each of the SLCs.  Some of the Assistant 
Principals will work with more than one SLC.  The principal has the ultimate responsibility for all SLCs 



on the campus of John C. Fremont High School.

Counselors, deans
Currently, each track has its own dean and counselor.  The ratio for dean/counselor to student is 
approximately 1:300.  The counselor for each SLC will be responsible for programming all students 
within their SLC.  The counselor will ensure that all students have equal access to a rigorous standards-
based curriculum that meets A-G requirements.  He/she will serve as the liaison between the teachers 
and parent(s) / guardian(s).  In addition, the counselor will facilitate relationships between teachers and 
students as well as mediate conflicts between students.  Counselors will develop a three-year plan with 
each students and review that plan with the parent(s)/guardian(s). 

Clerical staff
The clerical person will support the administrator and counselor in their daily duties.  In addition, he/she 
will establish and maintain clerical procedures in the office arrange appointments and meetings and 
prepare correspondences and memorandums.  They will also prepare attendance reports and perform 
other duties as assigned by the school within each SLC.

Custodial staff
Fremont High will retain its current custodial staff.  There are six custodians assigned to the day shift 
and nine custodians assigned to the evening shift.  The custodial staff will continue providing service to 
the entire campus.

Security personnel
Fremont High retains it current security personnel to serve the entire campus.

 
School-wide Programs and Activities

AP classes
All students will have access to advanced placement classes.  Fremont High currently offers several AP 
courses for tenth, eleventh, and twelfth graders.  Teachers of advanced placement courses will be 
encouraged to attend College Board training.  SLCs are encouraged to explore the opportunity to offer 
AP classes appropriate to their focus.  In Addition, online AP classes will be explored in the future to 
provide students with additional opportunities. Fremont High will continue to offer AVID classes.  
During the 2006-2007 school year, a passport will be available to students to participate in advanced 
placement courses not offered in the Small Learning Community.

Magnet
Fremont currently has a Math and Science Magnet Program that will coexist with the small learning 
communities.  A representative from the magnet program is part of the building council.  In addition, 
magnet teachers are members of the design team.

Electives
SLCs are encouraged to create electives aligned with their vision and focus.  They are encouraged to 



‘think outside the box’ in staffing these electives (coordinating teachers with another SLC in their high 
school, teachers traveling to different SLCs,  part-time and split-time teachers, retired teachers, waivers 
for non-certificated experts, electives led by instructors from the Adult School, local community 
colleges, and Trade Tech. Each SSLC will work towards creating elective classes that meet the specific 
needs of their students.

Music
Elective programs such as the marching band and school chorus are activities open to all students 
school-wide.  Individual SLCs can create other musical groups, however, the electives music and drama 
will remain situated in the SLCs with the performing arts focus.

Intervention
Currently, Fremont High has a school-wide intervention program (Beyond the Bell) that will remain in 
place for the upcoming school year.  The Required Learning Academy (RLA) administrator will 
continue to support all SLCs, by ensuring that students are participating in needed intervention.  The 
SWDT decided that the first line of intervention for students resides within each SLC. Each SLC is 
responsible for the success of each student and is expected within its design proposal to address 
strategies that address individual student needs by examining student data.    
 
Athletics
The athletic teams will retain their Fremont identity and be open to all qualified students within each 
SLC.   The PE department has put forth several proposals to the SWDT to coordinate and support the 
SLCs.  Currently several PE instructors are identified and/or attached to individual SLCs, enabling 
teams of teachers to have common planning periods.  The SWDT will continue to work with the PE 
department to further coordinate this support.

Adult school, ROP, community-based organizations
The Adult School is shared by all of the SLCs.  ROP teachers are situated within the appropriate SLC 
and are available to other students.  SLCs with the approval of the SWDT, determine which, if any, 
ROP teachers they will add as electives, and how they will be used to help our students.

The engagement of community-based organizations is up to the SLCs.  However, if they are planning 
such engagement, this will be brought to the SWDT for coordination and sharing of information, prior 
to the full engagement.
.
Each SLC has committed to recruit parents to participate in their SLC and the SWDT.   A committee 
(inclusive of the school's community representative and the CEAC/ELAC Chairs) was formed to 
spearhead this effort.   The Parent Center has been identified as a space to function as a parent and 
community engagement center to further support this effort until a permanent space has been identified 
for meetings.



Student Choice:

Recruitment
In the interests of equity and balance, recruitment, per se, is not to be done.  The SWDT created a 
process for student enrollment in the SSLCs.  Initially, those students who were already attached to one 
of the existing programs (Magnet, Perkins, AOTT, Humanities) could remain in that program/SSLC.  
During spring 2005, current students not attached to an SSLC and their families were provided, through 
assemblies, lunchtime and evening fairs, as well as a comprehensive mailing, with information about 

each of the SLC programs.  Students could then indicate, within their current tracks, their 1st, 2nd, and 

3rd choices.  The coordinators and counselors enrolled these students into the SLCs, mindful of the 
student preferences, and the commitment to equity.  For the 2005-2006, the SWDT decided not to offer 

a choice to the incoming 8th grade students, but rather to have the counseling office equitably distribute 

these students.  Those students (as 9th graders) will be able to choose in 2006-2007.

Special Needs Students:
All students at Fremont High School have the opportunity to participate in the Small Learning 
Communities of their choice.  Each has an opportunity to (1) access the A-G curriculum offered by each 
SLC and (2) self-select into the community of their choice.

All English Language Learners (ELL) and special education students at Fremont High School have the 
same opportunity to participate in the Fremont High School Smaller Learning communities.  This 
follows LAUSDs SLC guidelines.

• ELL students have the opportunity to participate in SLCs at Fremont.  They select their SLC 
using their SLC using the same process as other students within their selected SLC.
• RSP students select their SLC using the same process as all other students.  RSP teachers 
provide support for each of those students within their selected SLC.
• SDC students have the opportunity to participate in SLCs at Fremont, selecting their SLC using 
the same process as other students.  SDC teachers support them.
• Students with severe disabilities will participate in SLCs as indicated in their IEP.
• As a result of participation in an SLC, any changes in the type of services a student with 
disabilities receives, including changes in the Resource Specialist service delivery requires an IEP 
meeting, which includes the parents.  Parents need to be informed of the service delivery options, parents 
must be part of the decision and the decision must be documented on an IEP.
• Special day teachers continue to support special education students.  They participate in planning, 
professional development and development of SLC curriculum within their selected SLC.

Student Transfer Policy
Most students who wish to transfer to another SLC may do so at the close of a school year.  The 
SWDT decided to allow the transfer for students based on available spaces in the SLC.  However, 
before any transfer is granted, students will be required to participate in a conference with their 
counselor, Lead Teacher and parent (s)/guardian (s).
 
A protocol for teacher transfer is to be discussed at the in the SWDT meeting.  The current policy is that 
the teacher will remain in their SLC for the academic year.



Parent and Community Engagement
With the assistance of the School Improvement Facilitator and our Redesign Network, Fremont will 
continue its outreach to parents and the community.  Parent/Community meetings will be held 
throughout the year to keep parents abreast of the school’s transition into small learning communities.  
In addition, an SLC Fair will be held for parents and community members.  The fair is an opportunity 
for parents to become informed about the various SLCs present at Fremont.  During Back to School 
Nights and Parent Conferences each SLC will have brochures available and work on display for parents 
to view.


